Announcements

The 7th annual ROECSG Spring Symposium (#ROECSG24) is fast upon us. It will be held at the Rush University Medical Center on Friday May 31st, 2024. The Keynote Speaker will be Dr. David Kok from the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre at the University of Melbourne. Key dates for #ROECSG24:

- November 1, 2023: Symposium registration and abstract submission opens
- February 26, 2024: Abstract submission deadline
- April 8, 2024: Abstract notifications
- May 10, 2024: In-person registration closes
- May 28, 2024: Virtual registration closes
- May 31, 2024: ROECSG symposium!

Link to REGISTER. Link to LEARN MORE.

We’re an OFFICIAL 501(c)(3) now!

Recently ROECSG successfully achieved 501(c)(3) status. Please help contribute to ROECSG’s efforts to support radiation oncology MedEd initiatives with a donation and/or a paid membership. More info at: https://roecsg.org/membership/ Thank you so much!
ROECSG encourages active participation in our collaborative study group. We have a number of established Working Groups to allow for even more engagement from our members. If you are interested in learning more about opportunities for getting involved with ROECSG and joining one of our Working Groups, please feel free to reach out to us anytime at: https://roecsg.org/contact. Make sure to also follow us on “X” (@roecsg)! Click ->
Featuring a great #MedEd Podcast

Dr. Trudy Wu (PGY5 at UCLA) and Dr. Josh No (PGY5 at Stanford) started the “At the Beam” medical education podcast to help learners in all stages of their training master high-yield oncology.

The episodes discuss disease specific workup and management in broad strokes, but also focus on radiation specific pearls.

Their mission is to create a repertoire of case-based episodes covering various disease sites to serve as a resource for learners in oncology and radiation oncology. Dad jokes are a bonus =)

Learn more and catch the latest episode at:

https://www.atthebeam.com/

Recent #RadOnc #MedEd Publications

Here is a contemporaneous list of recent RadOnc MedEd publications, organized by theme. Lots of exciting work in this space! These publications are also featured on the ROECSG website at: roecsg.org/references. If you would like your publication featured in the next ROECSG Report, please email the citation to: info@roecsg.org. Thank you!

**Health Humanities**

1. Link to Red Journal Cover Art Gallery: https://www.redjournal.org/content/covergallery

2. Link to PRO Narrative Oncology section:
   https://www.practicalradonc.org/content/narrativeoncology

3. Frank, J. “The After.” JAMA, May 2023. Available at:
   https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2805181

4. Slade, M. “Cycles.” JAMA, Aug 2023. Available at:
   https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaoncology/article-abstract/2808071

5. Slavin, S. “Broken Both Ways.” NEJM, Jan 2024. Available at:

6. Koven, S. “What is a Mentor?” NEJM, Feb 2024. Available at:

7. LaVigne, A. “Brave Patient, Brave Physician.” PRO, Mar 2024. Available at:
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
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